
Argentinean president-elect says
fight against hunger is priority

Buenos Aires, December 8 (RHC)-- Argentina's President-elect Alberto Fernandez will take the oath of
office on Tuesday, December 10th, and begin the difficult task of rebuilding an economy shattered by
President Mauricio Macri, who plunged 40.8 percent of Argentineans into poverty.

Fernandez has indicated that his administration will place the reduction of poverty levels as one of its
policy priorities.  "We Argentines must fulfill a moral imperative... The fight against hunger is with
everyone," Fernandez said.???????

This statement occurred after the Catholic University of Argentina (UCA) published a report showing that
poverty affects 4.8 percent of the population?????, which means that over 16 million people live in
poverty and 3.6 million in extreme poverty.

This raises more alarms if it is considered that "59.5 percent of Argentine children and adolescents, who
are part of about 7 million households, are surviving in poverty," outlet Infobae reported.  Stated
differently, between 2015 and 2019, the conservative President Mauricio Macri increased the poverty rate
by 10 percentage points.???????

"40.8 percent of poverty in the country and 59.5 percent of our children are below the poverty line. The
heritage Macri really leaves us is a country completely looted and indebted to the International Monetary



Fund. We don't want the Right and Macri ruling anymore neither in Argentina nor in Latin America."

Over the last days, Fernandez mentioned some of the names of those who will be part of his team.
 Among them is Gines Gonzalez, who was the Health Minister between 2002 and 2007, Agustin Rossi,
who will be in charge of the Defense Ministry, and Felipe Sola, who will be the Foreign Affairs Minister.

It is also known that Eduardo de Pedro will head the Interior Minister, Daniel Arroyo will lead the Social
Development Minister, and Victoria Tolosa will be in charge of the "Plan Against Hunger."  Claudio Moroni
will head the Labor Ministry, Marcela Losardo will be in charge of the Justice Ministry, Luis Baterra will
lead the Agriculture Ministry, and Sabina Frederic will become the Security Minister.???????

https://www.radiohc.cu/en/noticias/internacionales/209279-argentinean-president-elect-says-fight-against-
hunger-is-priority
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